into battle
and that this will enable them to take danger by the throat while
it is still hundreds of miles away from their homeland. The
Admiralty tell us also that they are very glad to have these 50
destroyers, and that they will come in most conveniently to bridge
the gap which, as I have previously explained to the House,
inevitably intervenes before our considerable war-time programme
of new construction comes into service.
I suppose the House realises that we shall be a good deal
stronger next year on the sea than we are now, although that is
quite strong enough for the immediate work in hand. There will
be no delay in bringing the American destroyers into active
service; in fact, British crews are already meeting them at the
various ports where they are being delivered. You might call it
the long arm of coincidence. I really do not think that there is
any more to be said about the whole business at the present time.
This is not the appropriate occasion for rhetoric. Perhaps I may,
however, very respectfully, offer this counsel to the House:
When you have got a thing where you want it, it is a good thing
to leave it where it is.
The House has no doubt observed—to change the subject—
that Rumania has undergone severe territorial mutilation.
Personally, I have always thought that the southern part of
Dobrudja ought to be restored to Bulgaria, and I have never
been happy about the way in which Hungary was treated after
the last war. We have not at any time adopted, since this war
broke out, the line that nothing could be changed in the territorial
structure of various countries. On the other hand, we do not
propose to recognise any territorial changes which take place
during the war, unless they take place with the free consent and
good will of the parties concerned. No one can say how far
Herr Hitler's empire will extend before this war is over, but I
have no doubt that it will pass away as swiftly as, and perhaps
more swiftly than, did Napoleon's empire, although, of course,
without any of its glitter or its glory.
The general air battle, of which I spoke the last time we met
together, continues. In July, there was a good deal of air
activity, but August has been a real fighting month. Neither
side has put out its full strength, but the Germans have made a
very substantial and important effort to gain the mastery, and
they have certainly put forth a larger proportion of their total
air strength than we have found it necessary, up to the present,
to employ against them. Their attempt to dominate the Royal
Air Force and our anti-aircraft defences, by daylight attacks, has
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